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Labor Relations is an extremely important field in Market Economy, the more development 
of the labor market, labor relations issues more important. Chinese labor relations issues are 
becoming the inevitable major topic and sensitive social issues in the economic development 
process, Labor dispatch, etc. new employment forms appear, making China the original relative 
simple labor relations more complex, this article only for the purposes of the employer's response 
to case study after the enforcement of "Labor Contract Law", tried to analyze labor dispatch 
development and thus to the China of today's labor relations may be affected by the enforcement
of "Labor Contract Law".
Labor dispatch, as a new form of employment gradually rising in our country recent years, 
because of its "uses the worker but not hires the worker" flexible employment, enterprises can 
break the lifelong tenure of employment, iron rice bowl, and flexibility to respond to market 
demand, won the favor of many enterprises. But at the same time because of their belonging to the 
newly emerging things, the legislative norms matching does not timely follow up, and thus in 
reality, it has created many social problems, Staff's rights and interests cannot obtain the safeguard,
what is more, some agencies use this employment forms against employee benefits, To some 
extent, labor-management conflicts intensify, Labor dispatch, that in the United States, Japan has 
developed quite mature, it’s health development in China has been affected.
‘The People's Republic of China Labor Contract Law’ on January 1, 2008 has come into 
effect. The law established a dedicated chapter on labor dispatch, from the dispatch organization to 
the employing labor department companies and the staff. From the initial set the high threshold to 
labor companies, restrict labor dispatch, in the end only share and standardize in the aspect of 
operation, responsibility, successively listened to each side's opinion, several exchanged its draft, 
and the final written form was issued. Today, the labor contract law has been implemented in the 
past two years, during which, also enacted the labor contract law enforcement ordinance. Under 
the background, study the law how about it influences on labor dispatch actually, on the use of 
labor dispatch to employers, how will labor dispatch develop, undoubtedly have very important 
realistic meanings. 
This article is divided into six chapters discusses it. The first chapter is an introduction to the 
topic of background, significance, innovation, research methods and content for a holistic 
overview. Chapter 2 is an overview of the labor dispatch, labor dispatch of definition, 
characteristics and problems in China. Chapter 3 is an introduction to the background of the labor 
contract law, meanwhile carries on the exposition to this law in to the labor dispatch correlation 
stipulation. Chapter 4 is on the empirical analysis object H Company’s overall overview, divided 
into two parts, one part on a study by H company as the cause of the case and to make the 
necessary introduction H company, another part to H company adopts labor dispatch of 
description. Chapter 5 for detailed analysis of H Company how to solve the problems of using the 
labor dispatch in the course of the "Labor Contract Law" has been issued, around three main 
issues, first H company why would adopt labor dispatch, the second is what kind of problems 
encountered during using the labor dispatch, the third is the influence of the "Labor Contract Law" 
issued to H Company. Chapter 6 focuses on the analysis of the labor contract law promulgated on 
the impact of the H Company, according to this interpretation of the presumed future employment 














The innovation of the article is: research and analysis of labor dispatch problems on the point 
of the actual employers’ specific employment change by the labor contract law promulgated. 
The article concludes: the promulgation and implementation of the labor contract law, 
regulated labor dispatch management in certain procedure, labor dispatch has played a role in 
promoting norms of harmonious labor relations. But also because the laws of labor dispatch 
chapters exist; weakening the legislative intent of the law, the labor dispatch may be excessive 
development, some new labor relations questions will appear. We should amend or perfect "Labor 
Contract Law”.
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